Although the magnetospheric accretion model has been extensively applied to T Tauri Stars with typical mass accretion rates, the very low accretion regime is still not fully explored. Here we report multi-epoch observations and modeling of CVSO 1335, a 5 Myr old solar mass star which is accreting mass from the disk, as evidenced by redshifted absorption in the Hα profile, but with very uncertain estimates of mass accretion rate using traditional calibrators. We use the accretion shock model to constraint the mass accretion rate from the Balmer jump excess measured with respect to a non-accreting template, and we model the Hα profile, observed simultaneously, using magnetospheric accretion models. Using data taken on consecutive nights, we found that the accretion rate of the star is low, 4 − 9 × 10 −10 M yr −1 , suggesting a variability on a timescale of days. The observed Hα profiles point to two geometrically isolated accretion flows, suggesting a complex infall geometry. The systems of redshifted absorptions observed are consistent with the star being a dipper, although multi-band photometric monitoring is needed to confirm this hypothesis.
1. INTRODUCTION Low-mass pre-main sequence stars, or T Tauri stars (TTS), are formed surrounded by disks and evolve accreting mass from these disks. The accretion of the material from the inner region of protoplanetary disk onto the star follows the magnetospheric accretion paradigm (Hartmann et al. 2016) . Under this framework, gaseous material, heated by the stellar radiation field and other processes, flows along the magnetic field lines onto the star, creating an accretion shock at the base of the flow. The emission from the accretion shock is observed as an excess over the stellar photosphere . Emission lines form in the magnetospheric accretion flows, so that the kinematics of the flow can be inferred from the line profiles. Numerical simulations of thanathi@umich.edu magnetized stars (e.g. Romanova et al. 2003) as well as magnetospheric accretion models (Hartmann et al. 1994; Muzerolle et al. 1998a Muzerolle et al. , 2001 Kurosawa et al. 2011) have confirmed this picture for accreting T Tauri stars (Classical T Tauri star; CTTS) and have provided insight into the physical properties of accretion, including the geometry of the flows.
One of the most important properties of accretion is the mass accretion rateṀ. This can be estimated by either directly measuring the excess over the photosphere and inferring the accretion luminosity, L acc = GM Ṁ /R , or by using emission lines. Specifically, the excess flux over the photosphere can be extracted from the optical flux by measuring the veiling of photospheric absorption lines and measured directly in the UV (e.g. Ingleby et al. 2013 ). The accretion luminosity can then be measured using accretion shock models Robinson & Espaillat 2019) , or slab models (e.g. Gullbring et al. 1998; Herczeg & Hillen- Manara et al. 2016; Alcalá et al. 2017) , to fit the excess and account for the flux outside the wavelength regions where the excess is observed. Emission lines have been used to infer the mass accretion rate via empirical relationships between the line luminosity or line width and the accretion luminosity (Muzerolle et al. 1998b; Natta et al. 2004; Calvet et al. 2004; Ingleby et al. 2013; Alcalá et al. 2014 ). These relationships have been calibrated with direct measurements of accretion luminosity from the excess over the photosphere, obtained simultaneously in many cases. A more direct method to measure accretion rates from emission lines is by modeling the line profiles with magnetospheric accretion models. This has been done for hydrogen Balmer lines (Muzerolle et al. 2001; Natta et al. 2004; Espaillat et al. 2008) , Na D line (Muzerolle et al. 2001) , and He I λ10830 line (Fischer et al. 2008; Kurosawa et al. 2011) . Modeling emission lines also provides information about accretion geometry.
Finding the method that best estimates the mass accretion rates is especially relevant for the stars with the lowest accretion rates, the low accretors. Population studies show that the mass accretion rate scales with stellar mass (e.g. Muzerolle et al. 2003; Herczeg & Hillenbrand 2008; Alcalá et al. 2014; Manara et al. 2015) , suggesting that a mass range is implied when a star is designated as a low accretor. For example, the current detection limit of mass accretion for solar-mass star is ∼ 10 −10 M yr −1 (Ingleby et al. 2013; Manara et al. 2013) , whereas this accretion rate is not unusual for mid-M type stars (e.g. Alcalá et al. 2017) .
As expected from viscous evolution of protoplanetary disks, the mass accretion rate onto the star decreases with time . Studies of many starforming regions also show that the frequency of accretors, as well as the frequency of disk-bearing T Tauri stars, in a given population decreases as the age of the population increases (Fedele et al. 2010; Hernández et al. 2008; Briceño et al. 2019) . However, it is unclear how accretion proceeds at very low accretion rates and how it finally stops. To understand processes occurring at the last stages of accretion it is necessary to carry out systematic studies of T Tauri stars accreting at very low accretion rates. This is the main motivation for our ongoing observational and modeling program to search and characterize low accretors.
As the initial result of our study of low accretors, we presented the characterization of the inner disk of three 5 Myr T Tauri stars in Thanathibodee et al. (2018) . One target, CVSO 1335, was particularly interesting. The star is a pre-main sequence solar analog with M = 0.87 M , R = 1.58 R , and spectral type of K5. The star, located in the 5 Myr old Ori OB1b subassociation (Briceño et al. 2019) , is a CTTS, based on the presence of redshifted absorption in the He I λ10830 line. Thanathibodee et al. (2018) showed that the protoplanetary disk surrounding the star is gas-rich, as indicated by fuorescent FUV H 2 emission, while the spectral energy distribution indicates that it is a transitional disk with a gap depleted of small dust. That work also showed that the star had complex Hα line profiles in several epochs, which complicated the measurement of its mass accretion rate. The accretion rates determined with different indicators differed by more than 3 orders of magnitude. The lower range of the measured mass accretion rate at ∼ 10 −10 M yr −1 would suggest that the star is a low accretor for its mass. The disagreement between the accretion diagnostics and the complex features in Hα, especially the persistent low-velocity redshifted absorption which is found in AA Tau-like stars (e.g. Bouvier et al. 2007; Fonseca et al. 2014 ) and other dippers (e.g. Alencar et al. 2018) , makes this star an ideal target for a detailed study of accretion properties in low accretors.
Here we report the observations and the characterization of the accretion rate and the accretion geometry in the low accretor CVSO 1335. Optical spectra of the star are presented in §2, with the analysis and modeling in §3. The implication of the model results are presented in §4 with a summary in §5.
OBSERVATIONS
The analysis of the Hα line in Thanathibodee et al. (2018) was based on observations with the moderateresolution (R∼4100, 73 km s −1 ) MagE Spectrograph on the 6.4m Magellan Baade telescope at the Las Campanas Observatory in Chile, as well as the highresolution (R∼14000, 22 km s −1 ) Goodman Spectrograph on the CTIO SOAR Telescope. The MagE spectrograph covers the full optical range from 3200-8200Å, giving access to the Balmer jump.
We report here additional spectra observed on 2017 November 27 and 28, which we reduced similarly to the MagE spectra reported in Thanathibodee et al. (2018) . In total, we have four MagE spectra observed in consecutive nights, and one Goodman spectra observed about two months earlier. Table 1 shows the details of all observations of CVSO 1335.
The top panel of Figure 1 shows the optical spectra of CVSO 1335 observed with the MagE spectrograph. Several emission lines are presented in the spectra, including the hydrogen Balmer lines and the Ca H & K doublet. We do not detect the O I λ6300 in the MagE spectra, suggesting that the stellar or disk wind is very weak in the system, and the contrast between the line and the continuum could be low for a K5 star. The lower panel in Figure 1 shows the corresponding Hα profiles from the MagE and Goodman spectra, as well as other emission lines. To remove the photospheric contribution from the O I lines and the chromospheric and photospheric contributions from the H I lines, which are generally found in active young stars (Manara et al. 2013 , we subtracted the line profile of RECX 1, a standard non-accretor (Weak T Tauri star; WTTS), from the CVSO 1335 profiles. The standard star has similar a Signal-to-noise at 6560Å.
b Reported in Thanathibodee et al. (2018) .
stellar parameters as those of CVSO 1335 (SpT=K5-6, M = 0.9 M , R = 1.8 R , age∼5-9 Myr), so its spectrum can be used to represent the underlining photospheric and chromospheric emission of the target (Ingleby et al. 2011) . The spectrum of RECX 1 was obtained by the UVES spectrograph and was retrieved from the ESO archive. We convolved the UVES spectrum down to the resolution of the MagE and Goodman spectrographs before subtraction.
3. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS Using the data in §2, we carry out detailed modeling to determine mass accretion rates in CVSO 1335 at the different epochs of observations, and estimate its accretion geometry.
Accretion Shock Model
We use accretion shock models from to measure the mass accretion rate. This model is based on an assumption that the accretion flow is a cylindrical column in which the material flows vertically onto the stellar surface. At the height where the ram pressure of the flow and the thermodynamic pressure of the stellar photosphere are equal, an accretion shock occurs in which the kinetic energy of the flow is released. Approximately half of the X-rays emitted from the shock are absorbed by the material in the incoming flow, the pre-shock, and the rest by the post-shock region and the stellar photosphere below the shock. Energy reprocessed by these regions emerges as the shock emission. The input parameters of the model are the stellar mass, radius, and effective temperature, the energy flux of the accretion column, and the filling factor . In general, the energy flux F determines the spectral slope around the Balmer jump, while the filling factor f , the fraction of the stellar surface area covered in the accretion flow, influences the strength of the Balmer jump.
To compare the predictions of the model with the observations, we need to add the shock emission to a photospheric+chromospheric template for the star's spectral type. Since TTS are magnetically active, their chromospheric emission may be significant in the UV region for the low accretors (Ingleby et al. 2013) . We use the spectrum of the non-accreting T Tauri star RECX 1 (Ingleby et al. 2013) as the template for the stellar photosphere+chromosphere. We used the low-resolution Xshooter spectra of the star, taken from the ESO Archive, for this analysis. Finally, the model spectra are generated by adding the spectral template, the pre-shock, the post-shock, and the heated photosphere.
We created a grid of models varying the energy flux F between 1.0×10 10 −9.0×10 11 ergs cm −2 s −1 and the filling factor f between 0.05 and 2.05% to find the best fit to the observed spectra. Since the seeing during the observation was higher than the size of the slit, we expected some uncertainty in the absolute flux level. Without simultaneous photometric measurement during the MagE observation, we assumed that the optical spectra were approximately constant as we did not observe an evidence of optical veiling nor did we expect any such veiling in such a low accretor. Therefore, we adjusted the flux level of all spectra to correspond to the star's SDSS r' magnitude. With this uncertainty, we assumed a conservative estimate of the flux calibration in the UV part at the 10% level.
To determine if there is a detection of the Balmer jump due to the accretion shock, in addition to that from the chromosphere, we calculated the integrated flux in the spectral range 3300−5000Å of the observed spectra and compared the measurements with the integrated fluxes of spectra in our grid of shock models. We found that the predicted fluxes were higher than the observed fluxes in all models, but the excess was within the 10% uncertainty of the flux measurement for a set of models with low accretion rates. Nevertheless, these results suggest that there is no detection of the accretion shock contribution to the Balmer jump in all of our observations and that the jump is mainly chromospheric as is the case in the template WTTS. Therefore, we estimate an upper limit of the mass accretion rate by adopting the highest accretion rate among the models with predicted flux within 10% of the observed one. Figure 2 shows the models with the highest accretion rates of which the fluxes are still consistent with the measurement. Table 2 shows the upper limits to the mass accretion rates for each epoch. These limits allow for the possibility of accretion variability on a daily timescale.
Magnetospheric Accretion Model
To estimate the mass accretion rates and the geometry and properties of the accretion flows we modeled the profiles of Hα with magnetospheric accretion models from Muzerolle et al. (2001) . The model is described in Hartmann et al. (1994) ; Muzerolle et al. (1998a Muzerolle et al. ( , 2001 here we summarize the main assumptions. The model assumes that the geometry of the magnetospheric accretion flows is axisymmetric, following the dipole magnetic field, with the magnetic pole aligned to the stellar and Keplerian disk rotation poles, assumed to be the same. Material flows toward the star inside the boundary controlled by the magnetic dipole geometry and specified by the innermost radius of the disk R i and the width at the base of the flow W . The mass flow is steady and set by the total mass accretion rateṀ. The temperature at each point in the flow is a free parameter, and each model is specified by the maximum temperature in the flow T max . The models use the extended Sobolev approximation to calculate mean intensities, which in turn are used to calculate radiative rates in the statistical equilibrium for the level populations of a 16-level hydrogen atom (Muzerolle et al. 2001) . The line flux is determined by using a ray-by-ray method, in which the specific intensity and the total optical depth at each ray are calculated at a given inclination i. The final Hα line profile is calculated from the spatially integrated specific intensity.
We calculated a large grid of models with parameters covering ranges shown in Table 3 . The ranges of parameters are chosen to cover all possible values based on previous parametric exploration of Muzerolle et al. (2001) . In particular, they found that asṀ decreases, T max needed to be increased in order to reproduce the observation; T max between 10k and 12k is required foṙ M= 10 −9 M yr −1 . We adopted this range for our modeling since the expected mass accretion rate is lower than this value, based on the accretion shock model. To compare the line profile results with the observations, we convolved the model profiles with the instrumental profile of the spectrograph and use the χ 2 statistics to determine the best fit for each observation.
We show examples of fitting line profiles using the standard model in Figure 3 . First, we attempted to fit the Hα profile for night 20171130 using the entire velocity range of the line. The best fit, shown on the left panel, could not reproduce the the multiple emission and absorption components in the line profiles. Therefore, we attempted to fit each component in the line profile separately.
To fit the low-velocity redshifted absorption component of the line, we selected the model that gave the best fit to observations in the velocity range of 0-150 km s −1 . Qualitatively, we found that models with low mass accretion rates, large magnetospheres, high inclinations, and high temperatures could reproduce the narrow absorption component at ∼ 75 km s −1 . We then created a grid of models with parameters suitable for exploring these ranges of parameter space. The ranges and the value of the parameters are shown in Table 3 , and an example of the best fit model for these parameters are shown in the center panel of Figure 3 .
For the rest of the line profile with the standard model, excluding the 0-150 km s −1 region, we found that the best fit models tended to favor higher accretion rates, small magnetospheres, high inclinations, and high temperatures. We therefore created another set of models to explore these parameters, shown in Table 3 . By excluding the low-velocity redshifted absorption from the fit, the model could fit the wings of the line, including the redshifted absorption component near the free-fall velocity (∼ 200 km s −1 ). Shown in the right panel of Figure 3 is an example of the best fit for the small magnetosphere.
The general trend from these fits is that the components of the Hα line profile could be reproduced using low mass accretion rate, high temperature, and high inclination.
Modified Magnetospheric Accretion Model

Computations with the new geometry
To fit the entire line profile, we modified the magnetospheric accretion model to include two magnetospheric flows in concentric shells; the inner flow resembles a small magnetosphere, and the outer flow corresponds to a larger magnetosphere covering the entire accretion structure. A schematic drawing of the new geometry is shown in Figure 4 . We also slightly modify the calculation of the line profile. For a given inclination, the standard model calculates the emerging specific intensity I ν,p,q and the total optical depth τ ν,p,q at each location in the projected coordinate system (p, q) on the sky. To calculate the composite profile with both magnetospheric flows, we assume that the flows are geometrically separated and the source function and level populations The best fit model for the low-velocity redshifted absorption using a large magnetosphere and a low accretion rate. Right: The best fit model for the entire line profile, excluding the low-velocity redshifted absorption. The profile can be reproduced with a small magnetosphere and a slight increase in the mass accretion rate. Step of each flows are independent. For the inner flow, the specific intensity includes the emission from the stellar photosphere and the accretion shock, which is absorbed by the accreting material, and the emission from the flow itself. The emission from the outer flow includes only that from the accretion flow. The total emission map of the entire geometry is then given by
where I, T are 2D maps of the specific intensity and optical depth, respectively. Finally, the model line flux is calculated as F ν = I ν,total dp dq.
It is computationally impractical to compute the profile from all possible combinations of all small flows and large flows. For each observed profile, we selected 100 best fits for the small and large magnetosphere models, as outlined above. Even though the large magnetosphere could physically be similar in all epochs, the 100 best-fit model profiles of the magnetosphere could be different from epoch to epoch. This is because the depth and shape of the low-velocity redshifted absorption, to which the large magnetosphere models are fitted, still depend on the strength of the emission from the small magnetosphere, especially when that emission is strong. Assuming that the large magnetospheres are similar, which is supported by the persistent nature of the low-velocity component, we produced a global best fit of the large magnetosphere by combining the 100 best fits from each observed model. The final model line profiles for each observed profiles are then calculated by the combination of the 100 best fits of the small magnetosphere and the global best fits of the large magnetosphere.
We selected the best fits in each step using the minimization of χ 2 , given by
where i indexes over the pixels in the observed spectra in relevant velocity ranges. In addition, we have experimented with other fitting methods including Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), the Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD), and the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) of each models. The mean and the standard deviation of the first 100 best fits of these statistics are very similar to those using the χ 2 fit, suggesting that the choice of statistical tools does not affect the general results. Figure 5 shows the χ 2 best fit model for each of the five Hα observations. Our two-shell models are able to qualitatively reproduce the observed profiles in all epochs. Table 4 shows the mean and standard deviation of model parameters from the first 1000 χ 2 best fits for each observed profile. These model profiles are qualitatively similar.
General Results for Hα
For both inner and outer flows the models requires high temperatures, with T max ∼ 11000 K. The inclination for the outer flow is fairly constant at ∼ 70
• , while that of the inner flows vary slightly. Similarly, the mass accretion rates for the outer flow are quite steady at ∼ 2 × 10 −10 M yr −1 , while the accretion rates for the inner flow are somewhat more variable. These results suggest that the inner flow and the outer flow are slightly misaligned, and the outer flows are more stable than the inner flows.
The corotation radius R c , outside which mass cannot accrete onto the star, is an absolute upper limit of the size of the magnetosphere. As a consistency check, we calculate R c of the star, assuming that the disk plane is aligned with the equatorial plane of the stellar rotation. Since the rotation period of the star is still undetermined, we use the measured projected rotational velocity v sin(i) of the star as a proxy. In this case, the corotation radius is given by
where i is the inclination of the system. With v sin(i) = 11.5 km s −1 based on APOGEE results (J. Hernandez, private communication), we found that R c ∼ 8.9 R for i = 70
• . This is consistent with the model results for the outer flows ( Table 4 ) and suggests that the infall originates close to the stellar corotation radius.
We calculated the residual of the model from the observation ( Figure 5, lower panel) , and found that the model systematically over-predicts some emission on the red side of the profile at ∼ 100 km s −1 . This may indicate that the absorption component of the model is not extended enough, suggesting that there is additional absorbing material that is not accounted for.
Testing the Model with Hβ
To test the consistency of the two-shell model, we applied the modeling set up to the Hβ lines observed simultaneously with Hα. We found that, similarly to the case of Hα, the one-flow geometry could not reproduce the Hβ observations. We therefore followed the procedure outlined in §3.3.1 to model the Hβ lines. Figure 6 shows the best fits of the four Hβ profiles. The models are able to qualitatively reproduce the observation in all epochs. However, the models cannot entirely fit the strong low-velocity redshifted absorption in three epochs, suggesting that extra absorbing material is needed. As shown in Table 4 , the geometries, temperatures, and inclinations of both the inner flows and the outer flows for Hβ are consistent with those of Hα. In fact, Hβ profiles calculated using the parameters that produce the best fits for Hα show two redshifted absorption components as seen in the observed Hβ profiles and the best fit profiles. This seems to indicate that the global properties of the flows derived from both lines are similar. However, in the best-fit models for Hβ the mass accretion rates in the outer flows for Hβ are slightly higher than those for Hα, and the opposite is found for the inner flow. In addition, the discrepancy between the accretion rates in the inner flows and outer flows become smaller for Hβ. This could indicate that Hα and Hβ are formed in a slightly different region in the accretion flows with different filling factors, or it could indicate deviations in the temperature distribution assumed in our model.
Model Limitation
Stellar winds and disk winds may be present in accreting stars surrounded by protoplanetary disks. In fact, Figure 5 . The best fits from the modified magnetospheric accretion model for Hα. The top row shows the comparisons between the observed profiles (red) and the convolved model profiles (black). The green dotted lines and the blue dashed lines are the flux from the outer and inner flows, respectively. The bottom row shows the residual between the observed and the model profile (F model − F obs ). Our model with two accretion flows can qualitatively reproduce the observed line profiles in all epochs, spanning several months. The model has some difficulty fitting the Goodman spectra, possibly due to its higher resolution that the model could not account for. However, the general results are clear that multiple flows are required to fit the profile. Evidently, the model is missing some absorption component at ∼ 100 km s −1 , which may indicate even more complex geometry.
high-sensitivity and high spatial resolution observation have shown the presence of neutral hydrogen emission component from an extended region close to the central accreting stars, which is likely to be from winds (Gravity Collaboration et al. 2017; Koutoulaki et al. 2018) . Our magnetospheric accretion model does not include a wind component, but we do not expect a significant contribution of the line emission from winds, since the mass accretion rate is low (Muzerolle et al. 2001) .
Another limitation of the model is based on the axisymmetric assumption. Simulations (Romanova et al. 2003 (Romanova et al. , 2004 have shown that the accretion flow is generally not axisymmetric and the magnetic pole is likely not aligned to the rotation axis. However, without a measurement of the magnetic properties of CVSO 1335, a parametric study using MHD simulations would be prohibitively expensive. Our model allows a parametric study with a significantly smaller resources requirement. Lastly, the model assumes only a strictly dipolar geometry, which is likely not the case for more evolved T Tauri stars such as CVSO 1335. However, adding a complex flow prescription would add more parameters to the study and the model would lose its generality. By keeping the geometry simple, we can make simple inferences about the relationship between the parameters in the model.
Effects of Inclination and Mass Accretion Rate
Given that there are some similarities of the Hα and Hβ line profiles of CVSO 1335 to those of dipper stars such as AA Tau (Bouvier et al. 2007 , see §4.2), it is insightful to explore the effects that could change the observed line profiles while keeping the two-flow geometry, especially in assessing the frequency of a type of profile. In Figure 7 , we show Hα profiles using the two-flow geometry with parameters similar to the average results in Table 4 but changing the inclination and the total mass accretion rate. Specifically, we selected R i,in = 2.2 R , W in = 0.6 R , with constant ratio of mass accretion rate between the inner and outer flowṀ in /Ṁ out =3. For the model with highṀ, we also calculated the profiles with a slightly lower temperature (T max,in =10000 K and T max,out =11000 K, compared to 11400 K and 11600 K for the fiducial model). We found that the low-velocity redshifted absorption (v 100 km s −1 ) only appears in models with low total accretion rates in moderate to high inclination, i 65
• , in agreement with our findings in §3.2. The velocity of the deepest absorption moves closer to the line center as the inclination increases. On the other hand, the high velocity redshifted absorption (v 200 km s −1 ) appears in almost all inclinations at low accretion rates, and the velocities of such absorptions are fairly constant. There is some degree of degeneracy between the mass accretion rate and temperature, as models with lower temperature and higher accretion rate are similar to those with higher temperature and Rout=8.0-9.5 Mout=3.0e-10 Tout=11800 iout=70
MagE-20171130 Figure 6 . The best fits from the modified magnetospheric accretion model for Hβ. The legends are the same as in Figure 5 . The modified geometry qualitatively reproduced the observation in all epoch, especially the emission and the high-velocity redshifted absorption. The deviation between the model and the observation at the low-velocity redshifted absorption is more prominent for this line compared to the Hα line models. lower accretion rate (e.g. green dashed line and black solid line in Figure 7 ). Figure 8 shows the Hα line profiles with the same parameters as those in Figure 7 , but with a constanṫ M out = 2 × 10 −10 M yr −1 while varying theṀ in from 3 × 10 −10 to 3 × 10 −9 M yr −1 . Interestingly, the lowvelocity redshifted absorption appears conspicuously regardless of the mass accretion rate of the inner flow. This suggests that the outer flow could be responsible for a significant amount of emission if the accretion rate is high enough, as in Figure 7 . The outer flow acts as an absorber only in a very low accretion regime (∼ 2 − 4 × 10 −10 M yr −1 ).
DISCUSSION 4.1. Measuring Mass Accretion Rates in Low Accretors
As we have shown in §3.1, the mass accretion rate of CVSO 1335 could be variable, with an upper limit of the order of ∼ 4 − 9 × 10 −10 M yr −1 . These estimates disagree with the mass accretion rate measurements using traditional methods such as the full width at the 10% height (W 10 ; Natta et al. 2004) . In a previous study (Thanathibodee et al. 2018) , we calculated the accretion rate of CVSO 1335 using the W 10 method and found that the accretion rates should be of the order of 10 −8 − 10 −7 M yr −1 to account for the width of the Hα line. To account for the presence of the redshifted absorption, we estimated W 10 by measuring the half-width on the blue side, in which no absorption is present. The resulting full width of ∼ 600 km s −1 still givesṀ∼ 8 × 10 −8 M yr −1 . As shown in Figure 2 , such an accretion rate would produce a significant excess in the blue part of the optical spectrum of the star, in disagreement with the observation. Our results show that in low accretors such as CVSO 1335, the width at the 10% height of the Hα line is not a reliable method for measuring the mass accretion rate. The absorption near the line center complicates the measurement of the W 10 as the actual height cannot be reliably measured.
On the other hand, the mass accretion rates of CVSO 1335 determined in this study by using the magnetospheric accretion model and accretion shock model to fit Balmer line profiles and the Balmer jump are consistent with the accretion rates determined from the Hα luminosity in Thanathibodee et al. (2018) , suggesting that Hα line luminosity is a reliable mass accretion rate estimator. Nevertheless, there is a limit to the estimates of mass accretion rates using line luminosities imposed by the chromospheric contribution to the emission lines (Manara et al. 2013) . The chromospheric contribution is significant in low accretors, since the accretion-originated line emission is weak, and the resulting mass accretion rate would have a high relative uncertainty. On the other hand, line profile modeling can disentangle between the narrow chromospheric core emission and the broad line wings from the accretion flow (Espaillat et al. 2008) . Therefore, direct modeling of the Hα lines, with chromospheric emission taken into account, is required for an accurate measurement of accretion rates in the low accretion regime and/or with a presence of low-velocity redshifted absorption. As shown by Ingleby et al. (2011) emission at the Balmer jump is difficult to detect in low accretors, including the case of CVSO 1335 as shown here. This is because the accretion shock emission is weak compared to the photospheric and chromospheric emission in the UV. Nevertheless, the non-detection of the Balmer jump sets a useful upper limit on the mass accretion rate for objects in which other accretion indicators, such as redshifted absorption, are present. another is very variable complex system, located at velocities consistent with free-fall velocities (c.f. Fig. 1 .) Stars classified as dippers, such as AA Tau (Bouvier et al. 1999 (Bouvier et al. , 2003 (Bouvier et al. , 2007 and LkCa 15 (Alencar et al. 2018) , show comparable redshifted absorptions. Using line profile decomposition, these studies indicate the presence of low-velocity blueshifted and redshifted absorption components, attributed to a hot wind and to the magnetospheric accretion flow, respectively, in a system viewed at high inclination. The velocities of the blue and redshifted absorption components are correlated and vary in absolute value between ∼ 10 and 60 km s −1 , such that the highest redshifted velocity corresponds to the lowest blueshifted velocity. The low velocity absorption components do not seem to be correlated with the stellar rotation period, unlike the system at nearly free-fall velocities, which is highly variable and tends to appear near the photometric minimum in the dippers; these absorption are also attributed to magnetospheric infall (Bouvier et al. 1999 (Bouvier et al. , 2003 (Bouvier et al. , 2007 Alencar et al. 2018 ).
The observed low-and high-velocity redshifted absorptions in the Hα profiles of CVSO 1335 could in principle correspond to those observed in dippers. The star does not seem to exhibit any blueshifted absorption in any of its emission lines, possibly due to its low mass accretion rate, and consequently low mass loss rate. The spectral resolution of our MagE data could not significantly detect temporal variations in the location of the low velocity absorption of the order of those seen in dippers, although the comparison between the MagE and Goodman spectra, spanning over two months, seems to suggest that the absorption are fairly stable within the low velocity range.
Another characteristic of dippers are episodes of dust obscuration observed via reddening of the stellar spectra. In CVSO 1335, the spectrum observed on 2017-11-27 is redder than in other epochs (cf. Figure 1) , which could be due to a similar reddening process. In support of this possibility, we found that we could reproduce the mean of the spectra in other epochs, adopted as template, by correcting the 2017-11-27 spectrum for extinction using the opacity of silicate dust grains with a size distribution n(a) ∝ a −3.5 between a min = 0.005µm and a max = 0.25µm, and a dust-to-gas mass ratio of 0.004, comparable to ISM grains (D'Alessio et al. 2001) . We estimate that a low column density of N gas+dust ∼ 9 × 10 −3 g cm −2 is required to produce the observed obscuration. A more detailed analysis using time-series optical spectra is required to confirm the existence of dust obscuration events in this star.
The high velocity redshifted absorption in CVSO 1335 is highly variable, as it is in dippers, but our limited number of observations does not allow us to determine if it correlates with the stellar period, which we expect to be ∼ 6.5 days based on a v sin(i) measurement ( §3.3.2). We require multi-band photometric monitoring of the star to test the hypothesis that the star is a dipper and observations are under way. Contemporaneous optical-NIR spectroscopic observations are also needed to link the light-curve variation in the photometry to the structure of accretion. Finally, HST observation using highresolution FUV spectrographs would give insights into the connection between all components in the inner disk and the accretion in this low accretor. These properties will be followed up in future studies.
Magnetospheric Accretion in Two-Shell Geometry
The presence of accretion-originated low-velocity redshifted absorption in addition to redshifted absorption near free-fall velocity and broad wings suggests that there are two distinct accreting components, which we called two accretion flows in a two-shell geometry (c.f. Fig. 5 , Table 4 ). This structure is an idealization of the real geometry that must be much more complicated. Depending on the actual structure of the accretion geometry, the difference in mass accretion rate between the inner and outer flows could be explained in different ways. If the inner and outer flow are physically disconnected, the mass accretion rate of the flows would naturally be different. On the other hand, if the two flows represent one complex, but physically connected, accretion flow, the actual mass accretion rate should be the same. The difference inṀ we find could be due to different azimuthal coverage of the inner and outer flows. We note that since the low-velocity redshifted absorption component is stable, the azimuthal coverage of the outer flow must be fairly uniform. In this case, if the inner flow is concentrated in a smaller azimuthal region, the density in the flow would be higher than that in the outer flow which covers a larger volume. Since the model assumes axisymmetric flows, the mass accretion rate inferred from the concentrated rate in the inner flow would be higher than the actual rate.
Although our model could not determine the actual geometry in the accretion flow, the agreement between our simple models and the observations suggests that the two-flow structure must be representing conspicuous features in the real situation that give rise to the observed features. Here we explore the implication of such structure.
Complex Stellar Magnetic Field Structure
The two-shell geometry could be reminiscent of a complex structure of the stellar magnetic field that gives rise to complex accretion flows. For example, it could be that the accreting material is the combination of magnetic dipolar and multipolar fields (Long et al. 2007 (Long et al. , 2012 . Spectropolarimetric observations of accreting T Tauri stars have shown evidences of higher order magnetic fields in stellar magnetosphere; for example Donati et al. (2007 Donati et al. ( , 2011 showed that both the dipole and octupole components are present in the (K5) T Tauri star V2129 Oph. Based on these results, Romanova et al. (2011) used 3D MHD simulations to show that some material could be channelled onto the star via octupole fields at lower latitude in addition to the dipole accretion at higher latitude. CVSO 1335 could exhibit a similar magnetic field structure, and due to its high inclination the dipole flow could occult the higher-order flows at lower latitude. Alencar et al. (2012) calculated Hα line profiles based on the results of the simulations, and the low-velocity redshifted absorption was not present in the profiles, while it is conspicous in CVSO 1335. However, this could be due to the combined effect of a lower inclination and higher mass accretion rate in V2129 Oph compared to CVSO 1335 (see §3.4).
Another explanation for the two flow geometry is that the accretion in CVSO 1335 is at the interface between stable and unstable accretion in a strictly dipolar magnetic field. Results from 3D MHD simulation show that in this transition region, matter flows along two large funnels and through several small accretion tongues that deposite matter near the stellar surface (Romanova et al. 2008; Kulkarni & Romanova 2009 ). If this is the case for CVSO 1335, the outer flows could be the larger funnels that occult the several small tongues, which are the inner flows. To test either of these hypotheses, spectropolarimetric observations and MHD simulations with the exact stellar parameters of CVSO 1335 are required.
Lastly, the process responsible for the low-velocity redshifted absorption in this star could be similar to that proposed by Bouvier et al. (2003) , based on results of numerical simulations (Romanova et al. 2012; Miller & Stone 1997) , namely an "inflated" magnetosphere, resulting from differential rotation between the star and the disk. No radiative transfer model of such geometry has been applied to the Balmer lines in AA Tau yet, although some progress has been made for modeling the low-velocity blueshifted absorption (Esau et al. 2014 ).
Complex Inner Disk Structure due to a Planetary Companion
Another possibility that gives rise to geometrically separated accretion flows is that the inner disk that provides the material is not radially uniform. One example of such condition is that the inner disk, inside the corotation radius, may exhibit a gap structure at ∼ 5 R . In this case, very little material at that radius is flowing into the star along the magnetic field lines, thus leaving a gap between two shells of material flowing from the inner ring and from the ring at corotation. Rings and gaps in protoplanetary disks have been observed in larger scales in sub-mm (e.g. ALMA Partnership et al. 2015; Long et al. 2018 ) and infrared scattered light (e.g. Avenhaus et al. 2018) . Hydrodynamic simulations of protoplanetary disks have shown that these rings and gaps could be the consequences of a planet forming in the disk (Bae et al. 2017) . However, it is unclear that similar process could happen in the inner disk. Nevertheless, if the gap is produced by a planet, it is unlikely that the planet's orbit is stable inside an actively accreting magnetosphere. Bae et al. (2017) have shown that a planet could open a secondary gap at ∼ 0.5r p , where r p is the orbital radius of the planet, which implies that the planet could be at ∼ 10 R (a∼0.087 au, P∼10 d). Since the Shakura-Sunyaev α parameter could be high in the MRI-driven innermost region of the disk (Mohanty et al. 2018) , and the mass of the gap-opening planet increases with α (Bae et al. 2017) , the planet, if it exists, should be massive (several M Jup ).
Planets have been found to orbit the central stars with orbits of a few days, i.e. hot Jupiters. Many studies have indicated the presence of close-in planets around (nonaccreting) weak TTS (e.g. van Eyken et al. 2012; Mann et al. 2016; David et al. 2017 ), but evidence of such planets around an actively accreting pre-main sequence stars are still sparse. So far, the only proposed planets in such category are a 11.3 M Jup planet with ∼ 9 days period orbiting the 2 Myr star CI Tau (Johns-Krull et al. 2016) , and a M p sin i ∼ 19.3 M Jup planet with a 24.8 day period around the 0.5 Myr star AS 205A (Almeida et al. 2017) , based on the radial velocity method. With the parameters of CVSO 1335, a comparable planet would cause an RV signature of ∼ 1 km s −1 ; spectroscopic monitoring of the star is required to test this hypothesis.
Observability of Low-Velocity Redshifted Component
We have shown that the modified magnetospheric accretion model with a two-flow geometry is able to reproduce the observed Hα and Hβ profiles of CVSO 1335. Therefore, it is insightful to consider this model for other T Tauri stars. As shown in Figure 7 , producing two redshifted absorption components requires low accretion rates and high inclinations; for high accretion rates, the two-flow model produces similar profiles to the standard model since Hα has become optically thick. Nevertheless, the model could be used for other lines that are more optically thin even with high accretion rate, but this remains to be calculated.
For low mass accretion rates the presence of the low velocity component still depends on the inclination of the system (c.f. Figure 7) . Assuming that all stars orient randomly, one would expect that a significant portion of the low accretors exhibit a similar type of profiles. Several studies have shown that complex Hα line profiles are not uncommon (e.g. Reipurth et al. 1996; Antoniucci et al. 2017) , but Hα profiles with two redshifted absorption components, as seen in CVSO 1335, are rare even in CTTS with low accretion rates. This suggests that other factors contribute to the formation of such geometry. The two scenarios discussed in this section could explain the rarity of multiple redshifted absorption profile.
In order to have complex magnetic fields, required for scenario discussed in §4.3.1, pre-main sequence stars need to have solar or higher mass and/or old age (e.g. Villebrun et al. 2019) . In this regard, solar mass low accretors are rare since stars in this mass range account for only 10% of a young population (e.g. Briceño et al. 2019) , and the number of accretors decreases sharply with age. The frequency of low accretors are not yet available, but the number should be less than the frequency of all CTTS at 5 Myr, ∼ 15% (Briceño et al. 2019; Fedele et al. 2010 ). Therefore, the upper limit of the frequency of solar-mass low accretor is ∼1.5% of all T Tauri stars in a given population, and ∼0.75% would have a high inclination. This fraction means that only a few stars in a given population could show line profiles similar to those of CVSO 1335, since the number of T Tauri stars in a given population is on the order of a few hundreds (e.g. Luhman et al. 2018; Luhman 2018) to thousands (e.g. Sung et al. 2009; Briceño et al. 2019) . It is therefore conceivable that many solar mass stars could have a magnetosphere in the two-flow geometry at some point in their life, but the frequency of observing them is low and only CVSO 1335 has been identified as such so far.
In the gap opened by a planet scenario, the required mass of the planet is several Jupiter mass. If the planet exist, it would be classified as a hot Jupiter due to its close orbit. Since, only ∼ 1% of solar mass stars, and even less in M-type stars, host such planets (Dawson & Johnson 2018) , the expected number of CTTS with CVSO 1335-type profiles is as equally small as in the case of complex magnetic fields.
SUMMARY
We applied accretion shock models and magnetospheric accretion models to MagE and Goodman optical spectra of the 5 Myr old, ∼ solar mass star CVSO 1335 to characterize the accretion properties of this low accretor. Here we summarize our findings:
1. The Balmer jump of CVSO 1335 does not show any significant excess over the WTTS used as template, confirming that CVSO 1335 is a low accretor. Using accretion shock models, we find variable upper limits of the mass accretion rates ∼ 4−9×10 −10 M yr −1 . These limits are in agreement with estimates based on Hα line luminosity. However, they contradict the measurements based on the line width, which would indicate rates as high as 10 −8 M yr −1 .
2. The excess at the Balmer jump does not provide an estimate of the mass accretion rate in CVSO 1335, or in general in low accretors. On the other hand, line profile fitting provides a measurement of the accretion rate, as well as the geometry of the accretion flows. Therefore, modeling line profiles is the only reliable method to accurately measure mass accretion rate in low accretors. 
